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It's not definitive at
this point, but the
medic seems not only
to inhibit the growth
of velvet/eaf and
lambsquarter without
inhibiting the corn, but
it also seems to
improve soil quality,
"
Senior Ben Van Ee has played an hnpnrlant rote ia agr:Icultnre prof ...... Ron Vas'. doctoral research.
Prof and student study groundcover as weed control
inside
4
Library receives new cata·
loging system
8




Scholar Team Award at
nationals
December 1996
When agriculture professor Ron Vasbegan his doctoral program threeyears ago, he wanted his research
to help farmers cut production costs through
environmentally sustainable methods. His
current research may well do that. At the
same time it is providing a wonderful
research opportunity for one of his students.
Vos decided to study whether medic, a
short-lived species from the alfalfa family,
could be used as a weed control cover in
row crops like corn. If the medic did not
inhibit production, it would cut the cost of
keeping the field weeded-both in labor and
herbicide use. Medic, which grows early in
the summer and then dies by early August, is
widely used in Australia as a forage crop,
but little used in any way in North America
at present.
Vas's research is funded under a joint
grant from the Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education (SARE) Program to
South Dakota State University and Dordt
College. Vos's Ph.D. program is through
SDSU.
"There is relatively little funding available
for sustainable agriculture research," says
Vos. He feels fortunate to be part of the
SARE program.
Vos soon leamed that his research would
be extremely time consuming. Samples have
to be cut, dried, and weighed monthly. The
volume of data from counting, collecting,
and analyzing is immense, and the whole
process demands great precision.
Benjamin Van Ee, an environmental stud-
ies and Spanish major, heard about Vos's
research and was so interested that he asked
to work with him. Thanks to the grant
money, Ben also is getting paid for his work.
"It really is an opportunity for Ben to do
graduate level research in his undergraduate
program," says Vos, who speaks very highly
of Van Ee's work and his dependability.
"I've been able to turn large portions of
the research over to him," he adds. Van Ee
leamed how to set up the experiments, col-
lect and analyze data, and even do some of
the statistical analysis. "He's getting a
glimpse of what graduate work involves:'
According to Vos, Van Ee is not just doing
busy work, but is an integral part of the pro-
cess, leaming why he is doing what he is
and why it is important. And because Van Ee
is setting up and even designing part of the
project, he is also getting credit for the work
as an independent study.
This summer Vas and Van Ee set up four
blocks with twenty different test plots in
each block at the Agriculture Stewardship
. Center. Each plot received a different combi-
nation of treatments: three different species
of medic were seeded at different rates with
different amounts of fertilizer and weed con-
troL While Vos was in Brookings at SDSU,
Van Ee kept up work on the plots at the
ASC.
Although Vos and Van Ee's research is
extensive, it is only the beginning of a
longer process.
"We're doing very basic research that
might some day be picked up as an exten-
sion service project or continued by other
researchers," Vos says. Nevertheless, it is
crucial to determine whether medic as a
weed control holds any promise.
Another exciting angle to the study is the
fact that some data hints that medic may add
nitrogen to the soil and thereby increase
crop production.
With the ASC plots harvested for the sea-
son, Van Ee is now busy working on green-
house experiments with medic and com to
determine whether the medic inhibits corn
growth.
"It's not definitive at this point, but the
medic seems not only to inhibit the growth
of velvetleaf and lambsquarter without
inhibiting the com, but it also seems to
improve soil quality," says Vos. Although
they can't prove that conclusion yet, these
results are being researched by another grad-
uate student at SDSU .






continued from page 1
In the meantime, Van Be is also analyzing
data from the summer's work, compiling
information and putting it into graphs that
show the results. Although he works about
ten to fifteen hours per week, Van Ee says
that he has not found the work taxing because
it is so exciting.
Van Ee is thankful for the opportunity he
has had to work with Vas.
"It has opened my eyes to graduate school,
but also made me aware that I want to be selec-
tive about where lgo and what Ido," he says.
Before he takes that step, Van Ee plans to
gain other experience. He already has spent
two summers at AuSable Institute for
Environmental Studies and will take another
AuSable course at Bishop Heber College in
southern India over the semester break. Next
semester he will join the Latin American
Studies Program biology/ecology tract, living
and studying in Central America. After that,
he says, he may serve in an internship or
work with a relief agency. the Peace Corps, or
He wants to help
find ways to bring
sustainability to people
Medk, a .pedtls of alfalfa, is being plaDled at Dordl'. Agriculture Slewardsltip
Center IS an altenlative to berbicides.
and their culture using the
ways to bring sustainability to people and
their culture using the tools and resources
available to them.
"As a child of missionaries I did not want
to be a missionary," Van Ee says. "But some-
times a little distance helps you see things
you didn't see at the time. I don't need to
make a lot of money or be in a prestigious
position; in fact, I'd be uncomfortable with
that, but 1want to develop the expertise I
need to contribute in undeveloped countries."
some environmental protection organization.
Van Ee wants to help make a difference in
people's lives, but he also knows that "help"
can sometimes be misguided.
"Some think of help as bringing underde-
veloped countries up to the consumptive lev-
els of our society," he says. That does not
really help people. As a child of missiouary
parents, he remembers some of the ill effects
of American attempts to bring mechanization
to areas of Mexico. He wants to help find
tools and resources avail-
able to them.
"
From the president _
around the world, they continue to share the
vision and challenge of the college.
Whether it's meeting supporters or visiting
with alumni, I'm more and more struck that
while Dordt College may be located in a small
town, it brings together a worldwide breadth
of support and encouragement that truly is
impressive.
Yet, impressive as all this may be, what
makes Dordt exceptional is its constancy of
vision in the middle of continuing challenges
and change.
Not long ago while traveling I attended a
dinner where two alums of Dordt College
gave testimonials to what their college experi-
ence meant to them a couple of decades after
graduation. Their speeches were virtually
identical-they appreciated the fact that they
had learned to view the world from a biblical
point of view and that they had learned this
through a sense of Christian friendship and
community with the other students, faculty,
and staff.
Yet even more remarkable was that shortly
after I arrived home, we held a dinner in
Sioux Center where we asked two current stu-
dents to speak about what Dordt College
means to them today. And their speeches were
almost indistinguishable from those of the
alumni from a generation ago. Dordt students
today continue to say that what they are gain-
ing from a Dordt College education is a bibli-
cal view of themselves and God's world and a
wonderful Christian community in which to
learn how to use their lives to serve God in
his world.
Some who read this column are like me-
you're new to Dordt College and still have a
lot to learn about it. Others may not have seen
much of Dordt in recent years and your
impressions may be a bit out of date. Probably
most know and appreciate this college for its
commitment to being a Reformed educational
community of academic excellence. Whatever
your starting point, I surely hope that, as you
get to know this college beller, you'll find this
a truly impressive place as well.
some other institutions. It's not that Dordt
College never has problems. It's just that, as
this vice president put it, "In general, our peo-
ple want to be here." I've discovered, for
instance, that although we have some gener-
ous early retirement provisions, almost all the
requests I receive regarding retirement involve
decisions to keep active in teaching and staff
roles, not quitting.
This past year has been an excellent year
for student retention on Dordt's campus. Fully
eighty-eight percent of the freshman class
returned for the sophomore year and similar
retention figures continued for the other
classes. That's a tribute to the fact that faculty
and staff go out of their way to make the
Dordt College campus a place where people
want to be and to which they want to return.
Every week I become more and more
impressed with all who are part of the Dordt
College campus community.
Third, I'm impressed with the supporters
and alumni. 1 don't just mean the $12,000,000
raised so far in the Dordt 2000 campaign, as
truly impressive as that is in itself. Instead, as
I've traveled across the United States and ~
Canada this year, I've been struck by the
enthusiasm and appreciation, not just for those
delightful college years of the past but for
what the college really continues to accom-
plish today.
Compared to some of my colleagues at
other colleges, my travel schedule is extensive
simply because Dordt College's support base
and alumni network spreads so widely across
the United States and Canada. This year, for
instance, only about thirty-five percent of our
student body comes from Iowa, and only fifty
percent from the entire Upper Plains region
put together. In fact, fifteen percent of our stu-
dent body comes from outside the United
States (thirteen percent from Canada alone).
Almost forty percent of Dordt's alumni con-
tribute financially to the college, and thirty-
five percent of our current students are chil-
dren of alumni, both of which indicate that as
our alumni scatter across North America and
Iknewthat I liked Dordt College. For ayoung institution only forty years old ithad made great strides. Still, as 1joined
the college last summer, the question still
nagged-but what about after Igena know
this place beller? What will 1 think of it then?
Over the past few months I've had the
chance to travel across the United States and
Canada trying to discover the answer to that
question. By now the answer is clear. The
more I get to know Dordt College, the more
I've come to discover that this really is a truly
impressive place.
First of all, I'm impressed with the students.
And I don't just mean the record numbers of
1269 students this year. I mean their character.
Des Moines Register columnist Chuck
Offen burger has referred to Dordt as one of
two colleges in the state of Iowa that exhibit a
campus spirit that "we're all happily in this
together." And he correctly attributes this
sense of joyful camaraderie to what he calls
the "religious roots" of the college.
Recently I talked with a manufacturing
manager who works with a number of engi-
neering students and graduates from Dordt
College. He related his past experiences in the
automotive industry where he worked with
engineering graduates from major universities.
His comment was that, much to his surprise,
the graduates he worked with from Dordt
were not only as well prepared as others he
had worked with, they were also fully equal
with students at major universities in ability
and quality.
And so it's not surprising that this year, to
use one example, Dordt graduates were admit-
ted to medical schools at the University of
Wisconsin, the University of Iowa, the
University of Osteopathic Medicine and
Health, and Lama Linda University. In fact,
our overall placement rate for employment and
graduate school topped ninety-eight percent.
I'm also impressed with the faculty and
staff. One of our vice presidents mentioned to
me the other day how struck he is when dis-
cussing staff issues with administrators of
Des Moines Register
columnist Chuck
Offenburger has referred to
Dordt as one of the two
colleges in the state of
Iowa that exhibit a cam-
pus spirit that "we're all
happily in this together."
"
/ December 19962 Voice
Art major Monique Sliedrecht created this poem and the accompanying artwork following a month in
Ukraine last summer with a group of Dordt faculty and students.
Art in action
The end of the semester is a crunch time for everyone. Art studio stu-
dents are no exception. An amazing array of work came to completion in




Stepping in with red and white and blue spectacles
Covering them with green lenses of a world
so unlike our own.
Spectacleswe put on temporarily
Allowing us to see
The lives of others
Or more of ourselves?
That green representing growth
That is somewhat stifled,
But is growth nonetheless,
Timidly peeking its head out from
Between the cracks in the sidewalk.
Glimpses.
And yet, where to begin?
Rainbows shadowed by a history of greys
Of warped socialist dreams and communist ideals
Weaving the timeline of years in a criss-cross of
Puppet strings.
A screen
Hazing our views from both sides when pulled down
Exposing
Initially a proud
"Work, Study, and Live for the People"
And its attire to the rest of the world.
The world seeing only nakedness.




A Babushka continues her secure-filled, yet secureless,
Job of cleaning.
Words which used to mean something
Leave now the bitter
or refreshing?
taste of a question.
Once puppets with strings
Now no strings attached?
Laughter, love
contained
Timid feelings and emotions-c.
Next to none in the public realm.
Suddenly uprooted,
Tendrils reaching down




Against the stoicism of the strong-featured face
Of the immobile, stone, Singing Mother,
Symbolic of the Motherland
While proud people walk by
With stooped shoulders
A taste of new wine
And, oh, how sweet,
For the infant taster and the old.
Newness reflected in the full-faced smile
And rosen cheeks
Of a one who has come to see
Regardless of the coloured lenses.
Vita. Life.
Welcome to the Family.
Green.
Consisting of blue and yellow.
Ukraine.
Mixed with red, white and blue?
Brown.











From the January 1976 Voice
Dordt's business department,
begun in 1969 by Professor
Henry De Groot, has become the
largest department at Dordt.
Close to one-fifth of all Dordt
students are enrolled in the
department.
From the October 1976 Voice
Forty-two Dordt College girls
are the first to live in a new 00-
campus low-level apartment
building, completed this surruner.
Complete with kitchen facilities,
each of the seven apartment
units holds six students.
Approximately four percent of
Dordt's population now lives in
the new building. This increases
on-campus housing capacity to
650 students.
4 Voice
Dordt's library is constantly updatingand improving its services to be asaccessible and user-friendly as possi-
ble. The most recent updates include the new
UNICORN Collection Management System
software from a company called SIRSI. One
of the biggest benefits of UNICORN is that it
operates on the Unix system and uses the
BRS Search Engine, both of whicb Dordt
already owns and uses.
The system's main catalog will allow Dordt
users to search other libraries' holdings from
our system and will allow other libraries to
search Dordt's holdings from their systems.
In effect it makes differing cataloging pro-
grams compatible.
No, this new system will not send tuition
skyrocketing. The money for these advances
was made available by an Iowa Private
College Foundation matching grant and from
the state of Iowa.
Sheryl Sheeres Taylor, college librarian,
went to Huntsville, Alabama, in September
for a week of high-tech training with the new
system. According to Taylor, the new system
will be easy to use, keeping the current flexi-
ble procedure for searching and limiting
searches to specific fields.
Students will access the public catalog
through the World Wide Web, a graphical
interface tbey are used to using. The system
also includes other improvements. If a book
is checked out, the due date will be shown on
the screen. It will also list whether Dordt sub-
scribes to the magazine or journal that comes
up on the search. In addition, students will be
able to check their own accounts to see what
they have checked out and what fines they
owe.
The library staff will also benefit from an
integrated system. Dordt will have an acquisi-
tions module that is linked to the public cata-
log. When new books are cataloged, they will
automatically show up on the public catalog.
New magazines can also be recorded, and
these will also show up immediately.
A trainer from Huntsville came to Dordt in
November to train the library staff on the spe-
cific modules, including circulation, cata-
loging, serials, and acquisitions. During the
fall semester, the staff practiced on the sys-
tem and made sure that all the records trans-
fer correctly. The new system will be in oper-




Insome areas of the country, agriculturetraditionally has been tbought of as amale-dominated field. However, this all-
male myth is being dispelled in Northwest
Iowa through the hard work of a number of
females who are agriculture majors and
workers at Dordt's Agriculture Stewardship
Center (ASC).
Larissa (Buys) Caspersen, a 1996 Dordt
graduate, earned a general agriculture degree.
Caspersen grew up on a farm, gaining experi-
ence and enjoying her work with the family's
hogs, cattle, and row crops. She began her
studies at Dordt as a pre-nursing major, but
classes such as Animal Science convinced her
that she wanted to be involved in agriculture.
As a freshman, she knew only a handful of
female agriculture majors, but by her senior
year at Dordt she noticed many younger
females becoming involved in agriculture.
Caspersen worked half of the summer of '96
at the ASC, as well as the entire summer of
'95. She also intemed at a Sioux Center vet-
erinary clinic.
Caspersen and her husband, Kevin, now
work for a hog operation owned by
Christensen Farms in Sleepy Eye, Minnesota.
Of the eight people who work at that particu-
lar farm, she is the only female. Occasionally,
she admits, she does face negative attitudes
from her current male co-workers. Her previ-
ous agriculture experience at home and at
Dordt has earned their respect, however.
Some work, she says, is geared more towards
men than women. Caspersen works in far-
rowing, which is a good fit for her. Due to
sheer physical strength required, a field such
as breeding does not work as well for
women. Boars also seem to respond
negatively to female hormones, she says.
Caspersen would like eventually to work in a
veterinary clinic with smaller animals. "The
field is geared to men, but it is definitely
open to women," she says.
Christy Mount, a senior animal and plant
science major from Woodland, California, is
now the president of Dordt's Agriculture
Club. Christy, who says she has always loved
animals, moved to the country with her
family when she was thirteen. She was
involved in 4-H and Future Farmers of
America (FFA), worked on a neighbor's
farm, and raised livestock.
In California, the gender ratio in agricul-
ture is much more equal, according to Mount.
The FFA, a national group, has many female
members, so younger girls do not feel intimi-
dated about entering the field. At Dordt,
Mount still is the only girl in several of her
classes. "Fanning out here is more traditional
and very family-oriented," Mount says. Most
of the hired hands are male, she adds. After
her graduation this spring, Mount would like
to work for the Peace Corps or another non-
profit group, focusing on developing agricul-
ture in third world countries.
Campus capsules _
the identification of anyone entering the hall.
Anyone who entered after those times needed
to call campus security.
If curfew is eliminated, Dordt will install
an electronic door opening system so that
students can enter the building with an 1D
card after the lobby is locked. Taylor is cur-
rently exploring the variety of options avail-
able in such systems, but is postponing the
purchase until a final decision is made.
"Students were excited that curfew was
over for the semester," he says, but he also
cites one student who told him that although
she was looking forward to no curfew, having
one for the first eight weeks helped her
develop some good habits. He hopes that is
true for others, and that the college will not
have to go back to curfew second semester.
ASC Update
The Dordt College Agriculture StewardshipCenter tries to work with its neighbors.
This fall the ASC cooperated with a neighbor
to the south, trading manure for cornstalks.
The ASC uses cornstalks for animal bedding.
Emptying the manure lagoon opened up a
whole year's worth of new storage.
The ASC cropping plan varies from year to
year. With this year's crop in, the agriculture
faculty and ASC staff are already beginning
to plan for next spring's planting.
ASC manager Tim Stetson reports that of
the twenty yearling heifers bought last year,
twelve are due to calve in late February, with
the remaining ones freshening in the spring.
December 1996
New scholarship announced
The Ralph Jennings Memorial AgricultureScholarship is the latest new scholarship
available to Dordt students. Funded by Mrs.
Jeanne Jennings, next year's $500 award will
be given to a freshman agriculture major
entering Dordt in the fall. The scholarship
agreement stipulates that the recipient must
have a G.P,A. of at least 3.5 and be an Iowa
resident. Applications are available from the
Office of Scholarships and Grants.
Curfew Update
Curfew at Dordt College may be a thing ofthe past. It all depends on this year's
freshmen. Last spring, in response to a stu-
dent proposal to phase out curfew, the board
approved dropping curfew after the first half
of the semester. The catch is that the second
half of the semester was a trial period that
will help determine whether it will be reintro-
duced second semester or eliminated each
year after eight weeks.
Vice President for Student Affairs Curtis
Taylor met with freshmen during orientation
to explain their role in curfew policy. He sent
them another letter the week of October 21,
the day curfew lifted, reminding them that
the next eight weeks would determine the
decision. So far, Taylor says, he has been
impressed with freshmen responsibility.
For this semester, interim security mea-
sures were put into place. Monitors were on
duty in each lobby until 2:00 a.m. on week




Sisters Emma Vanden Berg and CeceliaDe Stigter from Sioux Center, Iowa,serve between fifteen and twenty-five
students dinner every Sunday. Although the
seating is often a juggling act between dining
room tables and card tables, they always find
room for more. On parents' weekend, the sis-
ters rented the shelter house at Children's
Park for thirty-six guests-students and par-
ents.
Emma Vanden Berg says this all began
years ago, when their first grandchildren
came to Dordt. Now the crowd varies
between grandchildren, roommates and
friends, and boyfriends and girlfriends.
"Grandma" De Stigter and "Auntie Em"
Vanden Berg are greeted at the door with
hugs and kisses. Graduates write or send
greetings.
The menu is the same from week to week,
although the sister's alternate between their
houses. Students fill up on mashed potatoes,
roast, gravy, vegetables, fresh fmit salad, and
desserts. Emma and Cecelia prepare the
meal, and the students do the cleaning up.
"We use our finest dishes-paper plates,"
jokes Emma. The students' talk over the meal
is a way for the sisters to hear about the stu-
dents' lives and the news at Dordt. "A lot of
the students are cousins, so they talk about
their families," says Emma. "They are very
family-oriented. "
Wby do the sisters cook the huge dinner,
year after year, Sunday after Sunday? "You
can't stop once you start, and we don't want
to," Emma explains. "We are their parents
away from home. We miss the students when




Greenhouse is lab, workplace, and quiet area
Entering Dordt's greenhouse is a littlelike entenng the trOpICS.The view isgreen and the air is thick. Fish glide in
the fishpond, Biology !Ol students take fran-
tic notes on the activity of the snapping turtle
beneath the murky water, and others use the
park bench as a place for quiet thought or
study. But behind the scenes of this idyllic
setting, strategic planning and scheduling is
under way.
The greenhouse is the product of a joint
effort of faculty and staff. Dr. Delmar Vander
Zee from the biology department, and Dr.
Christian Goedhart from the agriculture
department supervise the educational aspects
of the greenhouse. Paul Kroeze from the
maintenance department takes care of the
mechanical details.
Because Dordt does not offer a specific
major in horticulture, Goedhart and Vander
Zee try to use the greenhouse in a way that
benefits students interested in plants. Several
classes and labs-including Botany, Plant
Morphology, Plant Physiology, Plant Scien~e,
Stetson is pleased with the progress being
made in building up the herd. These animals
will also be part of a study on follicular devel-
opment being done by Trans Ova Genetics.
Dordt College graduates have
high placement rate
Better than ninety-eight percent of Dordt
College's 1996 graduates had jobs or had
gone on to further education within six
months of graduation, according to the annual
study done by the college's placement office.
Of the 247 graduates of the college's bach-
elor degree programs, 243, or 98.4 percent,
were placed. Of those, 227 were employed
and sixteen had enrolled in graduate school;
however, an additional nine had indicated that
they planned to enter graduate or professional
schools within the next two years and consid-
ered their employment temporary.
The two-year associate of arts degree pro-
gram had twenty-seven graduates, twenty-six
of whom (96.3%) were placed. Six had plans
to return to Dordt or another college for a
bachelor's degree, and twenty had taken jobs.
This is the fourth year in a row that Dordt
College graduates have achieved a placement
rate above ninety-eight percent.
Curtis Taylor, vice president for student
affairs, attributes this record to the college's
free placement services and the quality of
Dordt students.
"Once we have a graduate or two working
in a particular company or setting," he says,
"we often see that employer return to Dordt
when new positions come open."
December 1996
New residence hall will ease
housing crunch
As Dord:'s. student population continues to
grow, living space seems to shrink. To
avoid housing squeezes like the one this year,
the board has approved the construction of a
new residence hall to be completed by the
fall of 1998. Housing between 200 and 250
students, the building will be located directly
east of the present campus on land presently
owned by the college.
The new hall will house freshmen and
sophomores, as well as upperclassmen who
do not wish to live in the apartments where
they cook their own meals. Although specific
floor plans have not been finalized, campus
administrators would like to see an arrange-
ment that promotes a. sense of community
among residents.
The new residence hall will also include
additional parking adjacent to the facility. In
the past year parking space has been scarce
due to increased enrollment and construction
of the recreation center. The new lot should
help alleviate some of the congestion, but
Dordt also hopes to work with the city of
Sioux Center to pave a gravel lot directly
across the street from East Campus.
Says Curtis Taylor, vice president for stu-
dent affairs, "We hope this building will be
sufficient to handle our current population
and any growth we expect to experience over
the next few years."
Horticultural Plants, and soil science class-
es-make regular use of the greenhouse.
Students grow plants for experiments, moni-
tor propagation labs, test different media and
fertilizing options, and study microorganisms
in the soil.
The greenhouse also provides a wonderful
opportunity for the four workstudy students
who are employed there each semester and
the student employed full-time during the
summer. According to Goedhart, one impor-
tant goal is to train student employees in pest
management. Several plants, including the
gigantic passion flower that winds its way
around the greenhouse, serve as ideal breed-
ing grounds for bugs.
Paul Droogers, a sophomore from Salford,
Ontario, recently became a certified applica-
tor of pesticides in the greenhouse. However,
he tries to keep pests under control with a
minimal use of chemicals. He and the other
workers try to keep the greenhouse free of
diseases by regular watering and rotation of
plants and by using clean potting soil and
pots washed with a detergent.
After graduation, Droogers hopes to 'work
for his dad on their fruit and vegetable 'farm,
or possibly work with a cash crop or a
chicken operation. He believes his work in
the greenhouse will help him to identify pests.
He has learned which chemicals to use, what
effects fertilizers have on plants, why some
plants grow in different ways, and what a
plant needs to remain healthy.
Heidi Vanden Hoek, a sophomore from
Lynden, Washington, is another student cur-
rently working in the greenhouse. Her duties
include watering plants (on a daily basis), fer-
tilizing plants (on a monthly basis), and trans-
planting plants that outgrow their pots. She
also is involved in general upkeep and clean-
up of the greenhouse and its plants.
Vanden Hoek is a plant science major inter-
ested in landscape architecture. Her goal is to
work with a landscaping architecture firm or
possibly create her own business as a land-
scaping consultant. She believes that her work
in the greenhouse will be helpful. She is
learning how plants grow, what conditions
they thrive in, and what plants can do for a
landscape on the whole. She also finds work-
ing with plants to be a stress reliever.
The greenhouse is always making improve-
ments and exploring new projects. One
involves trying to create new plants by a root-
ing hormone and asexual reproduction. This
year workers are using a new soil mixture
that is working well. A new ebb- and-flow
watering system designed by students is also
in use. The greenhouse remains a virtually
undiscovered haven for quiet times and one
of the few places in Iowa where the world is
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in sales for several
years, says, "[ hope
to meet many of









styles and repertoire: baroque, impressionis-
tic, classical, romantic, and twentieth
century," says Duitman. They also need to be
challenged but not overwhelmed by the diffi-
culty of the music.
Although NISO is most definitely a com-
munity orchestra, Dordt has fmnly thrown its
support behind it because of-the benefits it'
provides for students.
Nearly ten years ago, when the orchestra
was going through some difficult times and
debating whether to continue, President J.B.
Hulst pledged the college's support because
he believed it was
important for Dordt







Duitman time in his






becomes part of Dordt's expanding music
library.
Despite this support, the orchestra still has
to work to keep afloat. Initial state grants that
helped the orchestra get started have been
severely cut. But increasing ticket sales and
expanded local support have allowed the
orchestra not only to continue but to grow.
"It is ironic that even though funding is
being cut throughout the country, orchestras
are springing up allover," says Duitman. For
orchestras like NISO, that growth is tied to the
fact that it is a players' orchestra in which
everyone is committed to making it successful.
"I'm very thankful for what has developed
in the last several years," says Duitman.
"We've broadened our support base, increased
our attendance, and grown in quality and size.
In the mean time, I've learned patience and
learned that the Lord blesses even through
bleak times."
The Northwest Iowa Symphony Orchestra includes fifteen professional musicians. Of these, several also teach either in a classroom or privately. The rest of the orchestra is
made up of about thirty Dordt students; thirty-plus other students from area coUeges, high schools, and junior highs; and nearly thirty community musicians.
Dordt students join professionals in orchestra
Notmany towns of 6000 host anorchestra of 115 members. But that isnot the only amazing thing about the
Northwest Iowa Symphony Orchestra
(NISO). It boasts players ranging in age from
thirteen to nearly eighty, an unusual combina-
tion of professionals, community players, and
students. "Even more important, it has become
a very good orchestra.
"The growth in the quality of players over
the last several years has been phenomenal,"
says conductor Dr. Henry Duitman, a profes-
sor in Dordt's music department. He
attributes the growth to several things. One is
the orchestra's make-up. Unlike most orches-
tras, which have either all paid players or all
volunteers, NISO hires teaching professionals
as principal players for each instrument.
These professional musicians not only lead
by their playing, but also conduct sectionals
with the other players during the season. This
arrangement helps members smooth out the
rough spots in their playing and
enables them to do a better job
of playing as a unit.
"We also have several stu-
dents who began in the lower
chairs while they were in junior
high or high school and who,
through private lessons and reg-
ular orchestra playing, have
become excellent players,"
Duitman adds. He credits the
caliber of local elementary and
high school music programs
with giving the orchestra the depth it has.
This setting provides a wonderful opportu-
nity for Dordt student members, many of
whom have been All-State players in their
high school years, says Duitman. All mem-
bers of the Dordt College Chamber Orchestra
are also members of NISO.
"Few college students are able to play in an
orchestra with professional musicians," he says.
Violist Catherine Palmer, a sophomore
from Loug Pine, Nebraska, agrees. "One of
the neatest parts about NISO is the wide
range of ages and talents of its members.
Students really benefit from sitting next to






Senior Mindy WaIstra, • pre-
vet biology major, has played
In NlSO through moot of her
coUege career.
-- 6 Voice
These principals are playing for more than
the relatively small amount of money they
earn doing so. Many of them, although only
hired for some of the rehearsals, come every
time because they enjoy it and are committed
to the orchestra, says Duitman. Their dedica-
tion is an inspiration to everyone else.
How does NISO find professional musi-
cians in a rural area? Several of the principals
have chosen to live in the Midwest for the
lifestyle it offers. In addition to another "job"
and playing in NISO, they play in orchestras
in Sioux City and Sioux Falls and teach pri-
vately and at colleges in the area. For exam-
ple, Vance Shoemaker, NISO's principal
trombone player, farms, plays in three orches-
tras, and is an adjunct faculty member in
Dordt's music department.
Although few students come to Dordt just
to play in the orchestra, once they have de-
cided they want a Christian college education,
the orchestra does influence their decision,
says Duitman.
"The opportunity to perform with an
orchestra did playa role in my decision to
attend Dordt,' Palmer says. "Being a viola
player from rural Nebraska, it was difficult to
scrounge up enough string players to fonn a
quartet, let alone an orchestra. To play in an
orchestra like NISO has been a real treat and
a tremendous learning experience."
For Duitman working with NISO continues
a commitment he made years ago.
"As a boy growing up in Wisconsin, I saw
kids in public schools getting a strong music
education, while those in Christian schools
were left behind. I believed then and firmly
believe now that no one should be penalized
musically for choosing a Christian college
education."
Good students in winds or brass really need
to have an orchestral experience, since that is
where most of the masterworks are per-
formed, adds Duitman. The NISO experience
gives them just that.
Duitman, who spends a great deal of time
choosing music, is very aware of the educa-
tional role of the orchestra for the audience
and especially for the student players.








Confronting arrogance and its effects
1'sfall. Major league baseball's Octobermadness has given way to NBA basket-all, NFL football, and NHL hockey.
This past summer, Michael Johnson of the
U.S. won the 200 meter sprint in the Atlanta
Olympics. Donovan Bailey of Canada won
the 100 meter sprint in the same week.
Canadians of all shapes and sizes proclaimed
Donovan Bailey the fastest man on earth.
Meanwhile, in the U.S. camp, Americans
announced that Johnson's time in the 200
meter (when split in halt) was faster than
Bailey's time in the 100 m. The furor over
this became so heated that one Canadian citi-
zen took out a full-page ad in the New York
Times explaining why Canada, not the U.S.,
owned the fastest man on earth.
Yet, people didn't need to watch the
Olympics themselves to realize the true spirit
of North American sport. The bombardment
of TV advertising slogans was constant. We
(and our kids) were told by Nike and others
that we were supposed to have "No Fear"
and that "This is my planet." One advertise-
ment even pointed out that a silver medal is
the first loser.
What's going on? Where did this colossal
arrogance and mindlessly degrading non- .
sense come from? Iwonder. Is it the inflated
salaries and shameless lack of class of mod-
em professional athletes that is to blame?
Maybe that's part of it. How about the greed
and megalomania of professional sports
organizations and global corporations? I sup-
pose there's something to be said about that.
How about this? Fans are too fanatical and
there's an excess of pressure on athletes to
win. We should throw our TV sets in the
garbage, give our Nikes to the dog for a
snack, and bypass the sports section of the
Sioux City Journal.
No. I love pro sports. So do a number of
other folks on this continent. Besides, this
whole thing goes deeper than that. I think the
root of this plague on North American sports
is something that has festered through many
areas of culture. As a elementary school
teacher, I notice it every day in my students.
It's our culture's worship of competition.
"Now wait a minute, Mr. Teacher," you
might say. No doubt such a statement (not to
mention the fact that I'm even discussing
competition) right away raises red flags in
many people. "Here we go again," you might
be thinking, "a guy who thinks we should all
just avoid competing with each other and
wallow in mediocrity. He probably wants us
all to be good little Johnny Christian
Pushovers, getting stepped on by the world
and meekly apologizing to ourselves for not
putting up a better flght." Let me respond to
this with the following thought: competition,
when it serves as the foundation for activity
rather than as an avenue in which to promote
excellence, is wrong and damaging. Allow
me to explain.
Since we were kids, we've most likely
been told that each of us has God-given gifts
and talents. It's unfortunate, but this whole
idea of gifts has become almost a cliche
within our Christian circles. Yet, what does
it really mean, this gift business? Paul
explains it clearly and succinctly in Romans
12. All have been given gifts that are to be
used to the fullest. Yet, he warns us not to
think of ourselves more highly than we
ought but rather to think soberly. Certainly
the professional athletes that we see and read
about did not stumble on their talents by
chance. They are God-given gifts to be used
to honor him. It is obvious from the incredi-
bly high level of excellence in pro sports
that these athletes are using their talents to
the fullest. Unfortunately, the part about not
thinking of ourselves more highly than oth-
ers has been fouled back into the cheap
seats. The same could be said about acting
soberly.
So, where does that leave us? Yes, our
society does worship competition and win-
ning at all costs. It is also true that arrogance
and the shaming of opponents is becoming
standard practice. Does this mean that we are
in an inevitable spiral of athletic degradation
where sports can no longer be appreciated
for its sheer grace and beauty?
Will the end result be a culture that ignores
the race and sits with eyes transfixed on
DORDT COLLEGE
Faculty Positions
Dordt College is seeking Christian academicians for
openings beginning Angust 1997 in the following
areas:
Communication: introductory and mass communication
courses
EducationIPsychology: special education courses and
developmental psychology
Health, Physical Education, Recreation: exercise sci-
ence, health, coaching theory, coaching women's
sports
History: American history with a background in native
American and Latin American history desirable
Theology: Introductory and upper level courses
Specific job descriptions are available. Qualified
persons committed to a Reformed, biblical perspec-
tive and educational philosophy are encouraged to
send a letter of interest and curriculum vitae to Dr.
Rockne McCarthy; Dordt College; 498 4th Ave. NE;
telephone: 712-722-6333; facsimile: 712-722-4496;
e-mail: vpaa@dordt.edu.
Dordt College is an equal opportunity institution and encourages
the nominations and candidacies of women and minorities.
DORDT COLLEGE
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250-1697 • 712-722-6236 or 1-800-343-6738
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whose pair of Nikes crosses the finish line
first?
My cynical side says, "Yes."
The side of me that believes in the restor-
ing power of Christ in culture says,"I reject it
and I want to do my little part to fight it!"
Here are my suggestions. Take them for what
they're worth.
First of all, is it too much to ask that we
teach our kids to show some class on the
playing field, in the gym, or wherever they
are competing? Coaches, parents,
teachers ...tell that kid who does a dance in
the end zone and yells, "In your face!" at
opponents that what he's doing is garbage.
Tell the same to the kid who saunters slowly
around the bases after putting one into the
left bleachers. Can't we tell them the same
when they see professional athletes on TV
talk and act like self-centered windbags? Get
them to question what these people are
doing, because right now arrogance is being
sold and our kids are being bombarded with
its sales pitch.
I suggest we also boycott the products of
corporations that use degradation and "win at
all costs" advertising campaigns. The shoes,
the shirts, the socks, the caps, the gym bags,
the works.
Let's not allow ourselves to get caught up
in our culture's worship of competition. I
love my country. I know you love yonrs. We
also love our communities, our football
teams, our baseball teams, and our track and
field stars. Let's watch them excel and if
they win, cheer with and for them. Not
because they happened to come out on top in
this particular instance, in this particular
game, in this particular time period of
history. But becanse they were given a gift
which they used to the fullest, and we're
proud to be associated with them.
It's great to have "no fear" and there's a
part of the "no fear" mentality that appeals to
all of us. Still, in the end, above the din of
the television set, the referee's whistle, and
the roaring crowd, rise the words of Luke
12:5-"For I will show you whom you
should fear" (NIV).
TIm Antonides {'92) is a
teacher at Surrey Christian
School in British Columbia.
Right now arrogance
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Part of Dr. Don Droay..... job at DonIt is to help .... _ develop leadership skills.
backing on the work of his advisor at Fuller,
who was working on a national survey of
young people's attitudes, Draayer conducted
his own study with Dordt students, using the
same questionnaire. This not only gave him
a better sense of the needs, concerns, and
values of the Christian young men and
women to whom he must minister, but also
gave him a group with which to compare
them.
Students were asked questions ranging
from parents' marital status to whether they
considered themselves conservative or liberal.
From what two events have had the most
impact on their lives to how they defined
"success." They were also asked whether they
agreed or disagreed with a series of state-
ments including the following:
The criminal justice system is fair.
I will receive social security benefits when I retire.
There is less violence in my community.
It's okay to have children outside of marriage.
The media is not responsible for violent behavior.
The family is working well.
"On cultural/social issues Christian stu-
dents were very similar to people their age
nationally," says Draayer. As could be ex-
pected, the biggest differences came in their
response to moral issues and religious beliefs.
Ninety-eight percent agreed that Jesus Christ
is their Lord and Savior, and the percentage
of students from homes where parents were
divorced is still relatively small.
Still there is growing evidence of abuse, of
disillusionment, and of confusion, he
believes.
Draayer, however, cautions against stereo-
typing this generation of young people.
"You often get what you expect," he says.
We need to instill in them a sense of hope
and mission, to give them something to hang
on to. We need to talk more about the gospel
of grace in their lives."
"Christian colleges today," he concludes,
"are uniquely positioned to offer the chal-
lenge and provide the vision of hope for a
new millennium."
Draayer studies today's Christian students
We need to
instill in them a sense
of hope and mission, to
give them something
to hang on to. We need
to talk more about





e interests and concerns of today's
Christian students are not very differ-
ent from those in the general popula-
tion, says Dr. Don Draayer, Dordt's campus
pastor. Yet, because of significant differences
in the way these Christian students have
been shaped by their homes. schools, and
churches, they are uniquely qualified to pro-
vide leadership for today's society, he
believes.
Draayer's comments are based on research
he conducted for his doctoral program at
Fuller Theological Seminary. The resulting
study, "Brokenness to Wholeness: A Design
for Christian College Ministry in the 1990s,"
looks attoday's Generation X and suggests
strategies for ministering to them.
"For many students today, church has
become, at best, a marginalized part of their
lives," says Draayer. He sees a growing gulf
between two extremes: those who identify
themselves as conservative are becoming
more conservative; those who hesitate to call
themselves conservative have been deeply
influenced by the relativism of our culture
and want to make room for anything.
Vital campus ministry can provide an
important foundation for students' lives that
will extend into the future and help students
find another way, he believes. The most
important element of such a ministry is
instilling a vision of hope. Many young peo-
ple today have developed a sense that the
future, both economically and socially, is
bleak. They need to be guided to see that in
Christ they are victors, says Draayer. They
need a reason to look to the future with opti-
mism. Unfortunately, that often is not the
case. The growing national debt, the uncer-
tainty of the job market, AIDS, lack of
morality, and pressure from others are all
issues of concern that weigh them down.
To combat these tensions, students need to
experience community, they need to serve
others around them, and they need to gain a
deeper understanding of the difference their
faith makes in their studies and in their
future career. They need to begin to see that
they can make a difference in the world.
Campus ministry must deal with concrete
issues and provide concrete strategies that
encourage students to grow, says Draayer.
Ministry occurs both in the classroom and
through specific outreach programs where
students find a reason for living and work-
ing. They must come to sense that this world
is God's; he is concerned about it and wishes
to make his will known in it, through us.
Campus ministry, then, should foster com-
munity, provide opportunities to reach out to
other people, build a climate of accountability,
encourage integrity, and nurture a living,
dynamic relationship with Jesus Christ, says
Draayer. Modeling and mentoring are impor-
tant components here, creating hope and a
sense of enthusiasm about what is possible.
Although Draayer's research has not
resulted in an array of new programs, it has
affected the way he works with students in
the programs already in place. For example,
Draayer consciously gives students a great
deal of responsibility for programs like
PLIA (a spring break service program).
Bible studies, and the annual fall retreat.
"Responsibility brings ownership," says
Draayer, "and provides invaluable leadership
training." PLIA leaders coordinate a program
involving nearly two hundred students at up
to eight work sites. They must arrange for
vehicles, contact people at the work sites,
raise funds, plan devotions and food, and set
up committees so that everyone plays a role
in the effort.
'They do it all," says Draayer, who finds
he rarely has to pick up dropped responsibil-
ities or even prod those responsible.
Draayer's assessment of who Dordt stu-
dents are and what their needs are were
drawn both from his experience as a pastor
and campus pastor and from a questionnaire
given to young men and women between the
ages of sixteen and twenty-eight. Pigg'y-
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Faculty news __
During the month of October, adjunct
instructor of English Jerilyn Schelhaas
spoke at the Ireton Christian School
Auxiliary's fall meeting on reasons parents
send and don't send their children to the
Christian school. She also led a Worship
Readers Workshop at Shalom CRC in Sioux
Falls and spoke at the 50th anniversary of
Wellsburg, Iowa's, Timothy Christian School:
"Planting the Seeds and Waiting for the
Harvest."
Director of Graduate Education Dr. Jack
Fennema attended the International Christian
Education Conference in Sydney, Australia,
July 22-25 and presented a paper titled
"Viewing Students Through a Creation-Fall-
Redemption Conceptual Framework."
On November 15 he served as facilitator at
the Minnesota Principals' Club meeting (on
the Dordt campus) for a discussion of
Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelli-
gences and Daniel Goleman's theory of emo-
tional intelligence.
History professor Dr.





21. Otto used slides from
Dances With Wolves and
Thunderheart to illustrate
how Hollywood has portrayed Native
Americans since 1970.
Agriculture professor Duane Bajema rep-
resented the agriculture department at a con-
ference sponsored by the Consortium of
Independent Colleges and Universities with
Agriculture Programs held November 7-9 at
Abilene, Texas. The conference, which
focused on teaching improvement and faculty
evaluation, provides an opportunity for insti-
tutions with smaller programs to share ideas
and resources.
Philosophy professor Dr. John Vander
Stelt's article "Church in Society" appeared
as a contribution io a study-pamphlet titled
Rediscovery of the Church 1I, which was pub-
lished by the Institute for Reformational
Studies at Potchefstroom University, South
Africa, 1996, pp. 25-48.
The board of directors of the Association
for the Promotion of Christian Higher
Education (IAPCHE) recently extended
Vander Stelt's term as its chairman by three
years. He will now serve as chair until
December 1999.
Dr. Kenneth Bussema and Dr. Paul Moes
gave a presentation at the Coalition of
Christian Colleges and Universities-spon-
sored National Assessment Conference (Nov.
17-19) held at Cedarville College, Cedarville,
Ohio. The presentation, titled "Catching the
Vision: Essay and Interview Assessment at
Dordt College," focused on the development
of our essay-writing exercise for freshmen
and seniors, along with the rating procedure,
the reliability and validity testing, and the
results of our ratings to date. In addition,
results of interview assessment from inter-
views with freshmen and seniors were pre-
·sented.
The purpose of the conference was to
update member schools (and share local
results) on the status of the larger CCCU
assessment project being funded by FIPSE
(Fund for the Improvement of Secondary
Education) of the U.S. Department of
Education. The funded project is titled
"Taking Values Seriously: Assessing the
Mission of Church-Related Higher
Education." Dordt is one of twenty "model
sites" that make up the core data base of
schools participating in the project.
Choral anthem commissioned
AChoral anthem commissioned for theIowa All-State Choir Festival held in
November became a collaborative effort
between emeritus music professor Dale
Grotenhuis and English professor Dr. James
Schaap. "Prairie Horizons" captures in words
and music the essence of the Iowa landscape.
To Schaap the Iowa landscape has its own
kind of mystique.
At first glance of daybreak the prairie awakens
darkness brightens to dawn;
the sky breathes the new light and slowly unfolds
to a canopy endlessly drawn.
Schaap tried to capture the change of sea-
son poetically. He believes that each season is
a story in itself.
The June sun bakes down from a shimmering sky
on crops in tight-roping rows;
they say if you listen you'll certainly hear
the rustle of grain as it grows.
Grotenhuis, who now lives in Michigan,
composed the music to fit with Schaap's
words, building on many of his sound-pro-
voking words.
This year's commission is only one of
many connections Grotenhuis has to choral
music in Iowa. As a thirty-year respected
Iowa conductor, he composed for and con-
ducted at state festivals many times. His
legacy remains strong in this piece celebrat-
ing the state in which he worked for so many
years.
Dordt receives rrratcbfng cODlDlunications grant
Jim De VOUDll
nordtCollege will receive a grantfrom the Roy Carver Trust that, col-lege officials say, will help the col-
lege move ahead in its plans to upgrade its
computing and communication system.
Dordt is one of the twenty-five colleges in
the Iowa College Foundation (ICF) that will
join in the Communications Technology
Challenge Program resulting from the
Carver Trust's three-year, $3 million match-
ing grant to the foundation. The grant calls
for the member colleges to raise $ I million
dollars among themselves each year, where-
upon the Carver Trust will distribute an
additional $1 million to the colleges. The
colleges will contribute to the matching fund
and share in the Carver grant on the basis of
their enrollment.
According to David Netz, Dordt's chief
information officer, the Carver grant and
matching funds will add approximately
twenty-five percent to the college's annual
budget for communications technology pur-
chases and maintenance.
"The Carver grant fits well into the col-
lege's technology plans," says Netz, pointing
out that Dordt has long had impressive com-
munications and technological capabilities
and has plans for continual updating. He
believes that the grant funds will allow the
college to accelerate elements of the plan
and reach certain goals more quickly.
"The availability of the grant money
allows us to consider a wider variety of
options than our normal budget allows,"
adds Jim Bos, director of computer services.
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Both men have a long list of projects
which they hope to carry out in the next few
years with the help of the grant, but much of
the list they place under the heading "net-
work upgrading."
Central to that plan is the completion of
the campus- wide fiber optic "backbone," the
wiring that links all campus buildings. All
that remains to be wired are the B.J. Haan
Auditorium, the recreation center now under
construction, and studios of the college's
radio station, KDCR.
Network upgrading also means purchasing
additional servers to meet the growing user
demands on the system. On the wish list is a
back-up server and a centralized network
switching hub.
"Computer services has not been able to
consider the purchase of these key pieces of
hardware because of cost," says Bos. The
grant opens up that possibility, the benefits
of which, he says, "will show when a por-
tion of the system goes down due to a server
crash, when a major upgrade is planned, and
in the time spent on maintenance and sup-
port by computer services staff."
The grant will also help Dordt continue its
move to a standardized desktop operating
system, according to Netz. "Our current
multi-platform network has served users
well," he says, "but going to the more famil-
iar desktop environment makes for a more
user-friendly system."
On the software side, plans call for seek-
ing groupware options that allow for more
collaboration and sharing of data in various
formats. Much of the college's current
administrative software has been developed
by the Dordt computer services staff and
computer science students, an approach
which has become increasingly difficult as
user demands on the system have multiplied.
Both men believe that the grant will help
them maintain Dordt's position among small
college leaders in the use of communications
technology. "We were among the first col-
leges of our kind to have an electronic
library catalog," says Bos, "and to offer
Internet access."
Progress in those areas continues, as the
college has just installed the state-of-the-art
UNICORN electronic catalog system from
Sirsi Corporation and last year, through an
innovative cooperative arrangement with the
local Mutual Telephone Company, upgraded
its Internet access to a T-l line.
Netz believes that Dordt's location has
been a plus in the development of communi-
cation technology. "People assume that since
we are in a rural setting, we can't keep up
with technological advances. That is simply
not true," he says. He points to Dordt's T- I
Internet access line, voice-data telephone
connectivity and interactive videoconferenc-
ing capabilities as examples of advance-
ments many campuses are just beginning to
make.
Dordt has been blessed, says Netz, by
being in a location that has led to collabora-
tive relationships, such as that with Mutual
Telephone Company, the Iowa
Communications Network, and inter-college
affiliations such as the Iowa Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities and,
now, the Iowa College Foundation.
/
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als were senior Jongsma, junior
Schemmerhom, sophomores CaraDe Wit,
Catherine Palmer, Sarah Pluim, and Van De
Griend, and freshman Julie Huizenga. The
women finished 22nd in the 32-team field, the
highest unranked team, defeating several
schools that were ranked.
The men's team showed a great deal of
improvement this year. Despite the fact that the
team's top runner from the past two years, Matt
Oostra, was unable to run in many of the races,
others stepped to the forefront.
The future looks bright for both teams
despite the loss of some talented seniors,
according to Goheen. With a number of top
returningrunners on the women's team,
Goheen expects that the team again will be
able to compete for a national berth. The men's
squad, too, with strong underclassmen may be
able to make a run at nationals.
"We've got good things going," said
Goheen. "I think we've established ourselves
as being competitive in both the men's and
women's division."
Sports
Women harriers earn Scholar Team Award at Nationals
sports artides by Steve Hoogland
TieDordt College cross-country teamsexperienced success on and off thecourse this year and received awards in
both areas.
On the course, the women's team won the
South Dakota-Iowa Conference championship
for the second straight year and qualified for
the NAIA National Cross-Country
Championships in Parkside,Wisconsin. The
men's team also was representedat nationals as
freshman Jeff Summerhays qualified for nation-
als after finishing fourth in the SDIC champi-
onship meet. Summerhays finished 192nd out
of nearly 350 runners in the national meet.
Off the course, the Dordt teams received aca-
demic awards. Seniors Sonya Jongsma and
Todd Schemper as well as juniors April
Meuzelaar and Kristen Schemmerhorn earned
NAIA Scholar All-American honors. The NAIA
Scholar Team Award was presented to the
women's team at the national meet for their
cumulative grade-point average of 3.95. The
award is based upon the grades of five of the
seven runnerswho run at nationals. When
including the top six runners, the team GPA
was 3.93. The team's seventh runnerwas a
fteshman and does not yet have a GPA.
"I think it's something for the school to be
proud of," said Coach Ross Goheen. "It's not
something J take credit for because it's the stu-
dents who do the work. One thing I try to do is
be flexible with late classes and labs, but it's
the students who show the commitment.
It was really a great season," he said. "I think
it's the best year we've ever had. The women's
team went to nationals and the men's team
made great strides."
The women's team was very competitive
throughout the semester. They won meets at
home, at Sioux Falls, at the University of
South Dakota, and the SDIC meet. Becky Van
De Griend earned the individual-meet title at
the University of South Dakota.
"We had a tearn of great depth," said
Goheen. "We had some injuries throughout the
year, but we never had letdowns. We always
had runners step up when others were unable
to go. It was a tough decision whom to choose
to run at nationals because of the balance."
The seven runnerswho competed at nation-
LadyDefenders complete 33-win season
10 Voice
With each season, the success of theDordt College volleyball teamgrows. The 1996 Lady Defenders
began the year ranked ninth nationally.
Dordt's team would be ranked all season,
resting between 12th and 17th almost every
week and finishing the season at fourteenth.
Although a return trip to the NAJA
National Tournament was not in the list of
1996 accomplishments, Patty Timmermans
was very pleased with the season which saw
Dordt finish with a 33- 10 record.
"We really had a great season," said
Timmermans. "I'm happy with what we
accomplished. We're still a very young team
with all but two of our players being fresh-
men and sophomores."
For the second straight year, the Lady
Defenders wrapped up play in the South
Dakota-Iowa Conference with a perfect 8-0
record. Dordt also captured the SDIC
Tournament title in Sioux Center.
"We ended up playing three back-to-back
best-of-five matches," said Timmermans.
"Our girls were exhausted by the time we
were finished. But we played some of our
best volleyball of the year at the tourna-
ment."
The Lady Defenders ended up defeating
Black Hills State in the championship match
to earn the trip to the Great Plains Regional
Tournament in Newton, Kansas. Two pool-
play losses in the regional tournament elimi-
nated the Lady Defenders from a shot at
nationals. The Lady Defenders had been
ranked in the top three in the region all year
with most of the year in the top two.
Other highlights from the season for the
Lady Defenders included three wins in five
matches against Northwestern. The neighbor-
ing rivals hooked up in two five-game
matches with the teams splitting those long
matches. Dordt also defeated Rockhurst, a
team that was ranked nationally in the top ten
all season. It was one of just a handful of
Rockhurst losses all year.
The Lady Defenders also defeated Wayne
State, a tough NCAA Division II team, twice.
The Lady Defenders also won three of four
matches at the Dordt College Invitational
Tournament in October. The tournament field
included three ranked teams.
Sophomore setter Kim Van KJey was
named the SDIC MVP. She averaged 12.5
assists per game and led the Lady Defenders
in serving at 95.9 percent. First-team all-
sOle selections included senior Kristi
Hofland, who led Dordt with 3.9 kills and 1.1
blocks per game, and sophomore Janna
Bouma who led the team with 429 kills and
63 ace serves. Mindy Boogerd was a third-
team all-SDIC pick. She led the team in digs
with 546 and was third on the team with 3.0
kills per game.
Two Dordt players earned All-Great Plains
Regional recognition. Van Kley was named to
the first tearn and Hofland to the second
team. Four Dordt players earned honors on
the all-SDIC teams.
Along with Hofland, Jane Vos is the other
graduating senior. Both will be missed next
season, according to Timmermans.
Women's soccer team completes intitial
year as varsity sport
l1eDordt College women's soccer sea-son had an outstanding finish this fall.The Lady Defenders closed out their
regular season by winning five of their final
six games and qualifying for NAIA playoffs.
The Dordt women accomplished an 8-6
record and qualified for the playoffs in their
first year as a varsity sport for coach Jeannie
Elgersma.
"We really came together at the end of the
year," said Elgersma. "In the second half of
the year we switched some players' positions,
and everyone seemed to get healthy from
early season injuries-we started working as
a team."
The Lady Defenders had a four-game
winning streak in October. The wins
included a 3-0 victory against Concordia of
St. Paul, Minnesota, a 5-2 win against the
University of Sioux Falls, a 6-0 triumph
against Martin Luther College, and a 2-1
victory against Jamestown, North Dakota.
Following a loss to highly regarded Nebraska
Wesleyan, Dordt closed out the regular
season with a 4-0 win against Northwestern
of Orange City.
With the strong finish, the Lady Defenders
earned a spot in the playoffs, but suffered a 3-
2 overtime loss to nationally ranked Westmar
in Le Mars.
"The players were really disappointed that
the season had to end," said Elgersma. "It was
such a strong finish." But overall, the season
/
gave the Dordt women a good taste of what
varsity soccer is all about and will help give
them something to build on for the future
years.
"Coming into the year, there were many
question marks," said Elgersma. "We set
goals high as a team, but we still had to put
ourselves up against teams like Nebraska
Wesleyan and Westrnar. We didn't know how
we would stack up. I think we'll be ready to
face teams like that next year."
Dordt outscored its opponents 31-22 this
season. Krista Krikke, Terri Jansma, and
defensive players Hannah Christoffels and
Kelli Holwerda all were named all-sectional
players for Dordt this season.
With the sport of women's soccer still new
at Dordt, Elgersma worked with players who
had a variety of soccer experience.
"That's where it really was a team effort,"
she said. "We had some players who have a
great deal of experience and others who are
relatively new to the sport. Because it's a
team sport, some of the players were able to
learn a great deal from other players who had
more experience."
"I'm proud of these girls," she said. "They
really helped build an interest in women's
soccer to Dordt College. We had a nice sea-
son and a great finish."
A tougher schedule awaits next season's
squad, but their added experience should
make them strong.
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Soccer team qualifies for regional play
The Dordt College men's soccer seasoncompleted its 1996 fall season with atrip to the Great Plains Regional playoffs
this fall.
It was the team's first trip to regionals since a
pair of trips to regionals in the 1980s and the
first trip to regionals since Bill Elgersma
became coach four years ago.
"When 1 look back at the season, 1 realize
that we had a number of outstanding accom-
plishments," said Elgersma.
The team finished the year with a 10-6-2
record. The mark included a four-game winning
streak and a three-game winning streak. The
four-game winning streak started in late
September with victories against Northwestern
of Orange City and Martin Luther College and
continued Tri-State weekend as the team played
three games in three days.
"1 think that weekend really sticks in my
mind as a key point in the year," said Elgersma.
"We started the weekend at Duluth, Minnesota,
against St. Scholastica. They are a team I've
always had an awe for, because of their soccer
tradition, but we went there and played great
soccer and dominated with a 4-1 victory."
One day later, Dordt defeated Concordia of
St. Paul on the road and returned for a Saturday
1-1 tie with National, a team that is among the
strongest the Defenders played this year.
"We used that weekend to springboard us into
a win with Briar Cliff a little over a week later,"
said Elgersma. "We hadn't defeated Briar Cliff
in Sioux City in five years, but we came up with
an outstanding victory that day. It was a win
that took the monkey off our backs. We just
took them out of their game and won 2-0."
Qualifying for regionals appeared an unreach-
able goal for the Defenders after a November
sectional playoff loss to National, but Dordt still
qualified for the regionals through an at-large
bid based upon the team's longo-point rating,
which takes into account the strength of sched-
ule, record and scoring margin.
"We thought we were out," said Elgersma.
"But the longo points gave us a second chance.
That longo-rating really showed how strong we
had been this year."
The Defenders were eliminated in regionals
with a 2-0 loss to Bellevue.
The season featured many close games all
year. Dordt's most lopsided games on the score-
board included 12-0 and 6-1 victories against
Sioux Falls. The Defenders also defeated
Wartburg 7-1. The rest of the games were
decided by only three goals or less with most
by two or less.
Elgersma looks forward to next fall when he
will again have a veteran team. This year's
team included five juniors who will bring great
experience to next year's squad.
"We're going to have a good team," said
Elgersma. "The schedule seems to get tougher
every year, but that's the only way you
improve. Tough opponents teach us a great
deal."
Campaign Update
Dordt 2000 reaches $12,000,000
ASignificant milestone in the Dordt2000 Campaign was passed in lateNovember when the campaign
reached the $12,000,000 mark. The cam-
paign is now three-fourths of the way toward
its goal of $16 million. By December the
total had climbed to $12,093,000.
It is appropriate for all Dordt friends and
supporters to bring prayers of thanksgiving
and praise to God for providing the resources
and giving hearts that have allowed the col-
lege to reach this milestone. Our fund-raising
efforts have been richly blessed again this
past year with a total of nearly $2.8 million
in new pledges and gifts to the campaign.
The total, $12,093,000, already exceeds the
last campaign by more than $3 million.
We also have good news to report regard-
ing a "Matching Gift Fund" which is being
built to help meet the challenge of success-
fully completing the campaign. Members of
the Campaign Cabinet, the National
Leadership Committee, and the National
Alumni Committee are attempting to raise
$600,000-$750,000 for a special matching
gifts fund to challenge new and increased
pledges for the balance of the campaign.
Close to $500,000 has already been commit-
ted to the matching gift fund.
Campaign dinners continue to be spon-
sored throughout the constituency as a way
to share the excitement and the challenge of
the Dordt 2000 Campaign. Dinners sched-
uled for the first three months of 1997
include Abbotsford, Vancouver, and
VictorialDuncan, British Columbia; Platte,
South Dakota; Lake Worth, Rock Valley;
Fulton, and Wellsburg, Iowa; and Oostburg,
Wisconsin.
To the thousands of constituents who have
already participated inthe campaign, thanks
for your generous support; God has richly
blessed Dordt College through you. To the
many constituents who will be contacted
over the next few years, we need your partic-
ipation in raising the last $4 million. Please
respond generously when you are invited to
a dinner or contacted by one of the college's
development representatives.
Meet members of Dordt's Board of Trustees
Philip Stel, a 1973 graduate, was one of the five out of seven child-
ren in his family to attend Dordt. His wife, Carol (Vander Ley), also
graduated from Dordt in 1974, and they currently have two children at
Dordt. Stellater attended Calvin Seminary and has served Christian
Reformed churches in Ontario and Alberta, Canada. The Stels cur-
rently live in Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, where Philip pastors, is
a chairman of the local Ministerial Association, and serves as the
chairman of the Home Missions Committee of Alberta North. Before
his appointment to Dordt's board of trustees, Stel served as a board
member on both the Eastern and Western Canada Advisory Councils.
Mark Sybesma is currently president of Dordt's Board of
Trustees. A 1975 graduate, Sybesma feels that Dordt is an integral
part of his life. He was baptized by the Rev. BJ. Haan at the time
Dordt formed its first steering committee. He married a Dordt gradu-
ate, Emily Vander Ploeg ('76), and they have four children, Kristin, a
freshman at Dordt and three Future Defenders: Tricia ('03), Carolyn
('06), and Andrew (' 10). Outside of his work for the board of
trustees, Sybesma raises corn and soybeans and feeds cattle. He
believes his work on the board is a privilege. He is delighted with



















Dordt 2000 is a five-
year, $16 million cam-
paign to provide addi-
tional campus facilities,
meet the annual fund
goals, and increase the
endowment.
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have come to appreciate the impact that
Dordt graduates are having as they pastor
churches, teach children, counsel students,
minister to the brokenness in our society,
manage natural and business resources in
stewardly fashion, all the while serving their
communities in countless selfless ways. In all
these activities, Dordt alumni reflect the
preparation and perspective they received at
Dordt College.
I also hope and trust that you value your
Dordt education and support Dordt's efforts to
be a strong institution of Christian higher
education. Dordt continues to train and equip
students to take their place in your communi-
ties, work places, and churches as co-workers
in the kingdom, encouraging them to live out
the biblical principles taught in the classroom.
Your continued support is vital to Dordt.
Uphold the administration, faculty, and stu-
dents in your prayers, promote the college in
your community, and contribute to the col-
lege's financial needs. Our mutual efforts will
ensure that Dordt continues to be an institu-
tion that advances the kingdom claims of
Christ around the world.
Greetings from the alumni director
\\ orld \Vide \Veh
Don't forget to check the




It'sthe holiday season! As I writeThanksgiving is just past and a fresh blan-ket of snow covers the ground. It's begin-
ning to look (and feel) a lot like Christmas. If
the weather weren't enough to tell us the sea-
son, one glance at our calendars, filled with
parties and programs and the other activities
associated with Christmas, certainly would
confirm the time of the year. Though we may
decry the busyness and commercialism of the
holiday, I think most of us enjoy our family
traditions and the festivities associated with
the season.
Despite the often frenzied nature of our
Christmas observance, the one aspect that I
enjoy is the Christmas card (and hopefully a
letter) from friends--especially my friends
from college days. Our annual greetings give
us a chance to recall common interests and
experiences. Our mutual joys and concerns
create a bond that time, distance, and our
busyness may bend, but not break.
As alumni director, it's my hope that that
same mutuality characterizes the relationship
Ju ey
It wonld be easy to say that Dordt gave me
perspective. My parents taught me to ask
questions; the philosophy profs I had at Dordt
were mostly interested in foundational mat-
ters and jargon-intensive answers. At the time,
I felt my education was a little too broad and
short on detail; but looking back, it seems that
Christian philosophy and its categorical
framework gave me a helpful sense of order
and a historical understanding of my/our
place in God's world.
My work is constantly in flux. I work regu-
larly aod as often as I like, but my schedule is
constantly shifting and is therefore very
unpredictable. It has taken eight years for my
wife to accept the fact that I have a career!
Most of the profs I had never failed to rein-
force a belief in a cosmic order, even in the
face of a world of apparent chaos. Along with
the work of the Holy Spirit, this worldview
has been crucial to my sanity and general
peace of mind. My thanks.
between Dordt College and the Alumni
Association. We share an interest in Dordt
College and her well-being. The college, in
tum, has a vested interest in you, her alumni.
Already in my short term as alumni director I
Alumni profile _
Luke Seerveld: from gaffer and grip to businessman
Luke Seerveld graduated
from Dordt in 1985. He has
worked for nearly ten years
in the film and video industry.
Last January he started his
own business, Seerveld
Lighting, which provides gear
for his corporate shoots.
Luke has worked on a vari-
ety of shoots. He says, "As
far as the big features go,
there are afew: Die Hard II
(I spent a month on two
effects shots that had about
five seconds of screen time
combined), The Doors (con-
cert scenes indoors and out-
doors in the rain), Dying
Young, The Fan (San
Francisco chase and driving
scenes), Junior (T was trying
to get a picture of the cine-
matographer, but also got
Arnold in drag. Arnold had a
fit and T had to hand over the
film until the movie was
released), The Invisible
Man, Jack (title sequence
and butterfly effects shots),
The Burden of Proof (a
mini-series in Kansas City),
six or seven movies-of-the-
week with forgettable shots
and character, car spots,
Coke spots, Nike, Sara Lee,
Levi's, Charles Schwab,
Microsoft ... you name it. H
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~What do you do for a living?
""-
}.1wor~ as a te~hni~ian in film and video .
production, I primarily work as a gaffer (chief
lighting technician) on corporate communica-
tion videos. J aJso work as a best boy electri-
cian or best boy grip on commercials. The
best boy is the first assistant to the gaffer or
key grip. Electricians take care of distributing
temporary power to power the lights; they
also position and aim the lighting units. The
grips take care of camera support such as dol-
lies, cranes, and camera cars; any rigging of
lights in awkward places; and providing
reflectors and bounce cards to redirect light or
frames of diffusion to change the quality of
the light. I have worked on large Hollywood
movies but do so less and less because it
takes me away from my family for too long.
What path did yon take to get to where
you ~are now?
Most filmlvideo crews are made np of self-
employed private contractors who work for
an independent producer, studio, or network
for as short as a day to as long as several
months. Then they move on to the next job.
Due to the seemingly ~ebulous nature of this
work there is no one way that one enters the
field.
Knowledge of filmlvideo craft comes from
experience, and experience is best gained on
the job rather than from schooling (although
schooling is a great place to try your hand at
as many different aspects of the process as
possible). Ajob is secured through word of
mouth, union affiliation, or reel directory list-
ings.
After graduating from Dordt with a B.A. in
philosophy, I traveled north to St. Paul,
Minnesota, to take some hands-on courses at
Film in the Cities, an independent organiza-
tion affiliated with a two-year community col-
lege. I took second-year conrses until I landed
a staff job at a company that produced video
industrials and film commercials. They pro-
duced the early Kathy Smith exercise tapes.
After nine months of working on everything
from hair growth infomercials to potato chip
ads as camera assistant or assistant lighting
person, I resigned and headed west.
Staying with friends in San Francisco, I
beat the pavement with a few referrals in
hand. I landed some camera-assisting jobs,
but for the most part hit a brick walL.until a
friendly gaffer offered to pay me to fix his
lights and build his power cables. Soon I was
repairing lights and cable fora number of
prominent gaffers around town. Exposure is
good. This is definitely a who-you-know
business. The more your face is seen and your
name heard, the more likely someone will be
willing to get you on a shoot as a helper.
It was at this point that I met Jan, fell in
love, had a tempestuous three-month
courtship, got engaged, and three months later
married. It was crazy then and still seems
crazy now. Why would anyone marry a with-
out-work filmmaker wanna-be?! She said I
had potential.
I worked for peanuts on a few educational
films, a horror movie, a golf comedy and
before long was moving from one low budget
project to the next!
Then an opportunity came to join the local
union. I began a three-year apprenticeship
working on TV commercials, trade shows,
movies, and even a day behind the scenes at
the San Francisco Opera. At the same time, I
started working on more and more corporate
communication videos for high-tech, Silicon
Valley, computer-related companies. These
became my bread and butter, with commer-
cials and movie day playing added in for spice.
(H?w did yonr undergradnate study pre-
pate. you or influence your choices? What
does philosophy have to do with film pro-
duction?
~y goal was to study the theory of film,
dome7up with a Christian theory of film prac-
tice, and then practice it! I suppose you could
say that life got in the way, but actually I was
just too eager to get started on real production
and perhaps too cynical to listen to one more
lecture about film production. Like faith with-
out works, theory without practice seemed
dead to me.
/
i Do you have any reactions, in hindsight,
to life on Dordt's campus?
-When I went to Dordt there were times that
Relt'the chill of a conservative ideology, but
this was always offset by the actions of warm,
enthusiastic professors doing their utmost to
work out reforming solutions to new and age-
old problems.
To many, one of Dordt's shortcomings is
its isolated location, but this was a pins for
me. I came from a large city (Toronto), so
being surrounded by cornfields helped me
focus on the educational task at hand. The
size of the student body may seem to be a
limiting factor; but if one had the energy,
one could be a big fish in a small pond by
starting clubs or activities. We started a
film club, edited the Diamond and
whooped it up through a garage band (the
Modal Aspects). Looking back, I realize that
those experiences have translated into extra-
curricular activities in my present life,
including writing and producing two
children's musicals with the kids at our local





Adri Ruisch, a 1990 social work gradu-ate and president of the alumniboard, is presently the director of
Bethany Christian Services of the Heartland.
The agency she heads includes seven offices
in Minnesota, South Dakota, and Iowa. In
addition to her work at Bethany, Adri taught a
course for Dordt's social work department in
1993-94.
Adri is the mother of five former Dordt
students and the mother-in-law of three more.
She is married to Gene Ruisch and is the
proud grandmother of twelve children. She is
actively involved as a musician and worship
planner in her church. She enjoys being with
people and loves traveling and carnping with
her family.
Adri says she really enjoys her role on the
board, finding it a wonderful opportunity to
stay connected to the Dordt College commu-
nity.
HarrietPotoka graduated from Dordt in1971 with a degree in elementaryeducation. She is completing her
eighth year as principal of Sylvan Christian
School in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Prior to
that, she served at Calvin Christian School in
Minneapolis in a variety of capacities-as
teacher, curriculum coordinator, and princi-
pal.
Harriet plans to leave Sylvan after this aca-
demic year to work with the Daystar
Education Association in Chicago. She will
be part of a tearn beginning a new Christian
school in the downtown area of Chicago.
Harriet is thankful that she had the oppor-
tunity to attend Dordt and is honored to serve
on the alumni board. "My ongoing work in
Christian education is based on the education
I received and the community I experienced
at Dordt," she says. "Under the direction of
professors and through life as a student, I
learned to cherish and understand the impor-
tance of Christian community, the interrelat-
edness of all creation, and the lordship of
Jesus Christ over all."
She adds, "I enjoy my work in Christian
education and love the opportunities I have to
see children and young adults develop and
mature. My prayer is that their lives may one
day be enriched by a Christian college educa-
tion, and they too will find meaning and pur-
pose in a life of service to Jesus Christ."
Stan De Groot graduated from Dordt in1981 with a major in accounting. Stan,his wife Janice (Friend), and children
Janae (10) and Marshall (7) enjoy living in
Phoenix, Arizona. At present, Stan is
Financial Service Manager for Wesco
Distribution in Phoenix.
Stan says that being on the board has
helped him reconnect with Dordt. By being
more involved with the college through his
work on the alumni board he's seeing again
its strengths, opportunities, and challenges,
he says.
Dordt's alumni is "scattered throughout the
ends of the earth," he says. This geographic
diversity makes it harder to plan alumni func-
tions. He believes that the challenge for the
alumni office is to keep in contact with
alumni so that support and commitment to
Dordt continues as people take up their lives
elsewhere.
Alumni Board Members
Region 1- within 100 miles of Dordt
Adri (Schiebout) Ruisch, '90, president
Ireton, Iowa
Term expires August 1998
Kathy (Klomp) Sybesma, '86, vice
president
Sioux Center, Iowa
Term expires August 1997
Dave Bloemendaal, '68
Orange City, Iowa
Term expires August 1999
Betly (Addink) Moss, '86
Boyden, Iowa
Term expires August 1999
Dayton Vogel
Rock Valley, Iowa
Term expires August 2000
Gailen Veurink, '90
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Term expires August 1997
These six directors constitute the executive
committee.
Region 2 - Minnesota and South Dakota
addresses more than 100 miles from the
college, North Dakota, Manitoba, and
Saskatchewan.
Yvonne (DeVries) Bentz, '76
Platte, South Dakota
Term expires August 2000
Region 3 - Iowa addresses more than 100
miles from Dordt, Missouri, Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Mississippi.
Evan Vande Haar, '86
Pella, Iowa
Term expires August 1997
Region 4 - Nebraska addresses more than
100 miles from Dordt, Colorado, Montana,
Wyoming, Kansas, and OkJahoma.
Sheila (Koldenhoven) Lammers, '85
Englewood, Colorado
Term expires August 2000
Region 5 - Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
AJberta, British Columbia, and Alaska
Kelli (Keller) Schuttinga, '71
KirkJand, Washington
Term expires August 1997
Region 6 - California, Arizona, New Mexico,
Nevada, Texas, Hawaii, Utah, and Mexico
Stan De Groot, '81
Phoenix, Arizona
Term expires August 1998
Region 7 - Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Ohio
Harriet (Blankespoor) Potoka, '71
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Term expires August 1998
Region 8 - all East Coast states not included
in other regions, Ontario, Quebec, the mar-
itime provinces, and foreign countries not
included in other regions
Nancy (Verhoeven) Koetsier, '89
Listowel, Ontario
Term expires August 1999
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, ," When tne:after-thet-holiday doldrums set in, and cabin fever takes its toll, make plans to
"11 f ' 1 ".... ,
attend DorQtls 1{0lilecoming-January 25. The Defenders take on Mount Marty (Women
1:00; Meli;3':00)~,with the ever- popular JV-Alumni Game wrapping up the afternoon at
"5:00. The Hospitality Room will be open from noon through the final game, providing
1.~
refreshments, a place to relax and meet friends, and a variety of activities for the young-
sters.
I'-
After'the game, head over to the B.J. Haan Auditorium for the.first annual (?) Alumni
Variety S2ow-featuring a variety of alumni (and soon- to-be-alum,niL~~rforming
?r~uRs~;tQ;cludingan impromptu alumni choir. (Warm up those vocal chords and plan to
join lIs!)
Wrap up the day at the,Cpffeehouse with student bands playing the Top 40 hits.from







Friends and supporters of
Dordt College will have an
opportunity to meet and get
acquainted with the new pres-
ident, Dr. Carl E. Zylstra, at a
reception and dessert social in
the following locations.
Bellflower Christian
Reformed Church - January
11 - 7:30 p.m.
Escondido Christian
Reformed Church - January
12 - 7:30 (after the evening
service)
Chino (First) Christian
Reformed Church - January
14 - 7:00 p.m.
Catch The Dordt Blades
in action in British
Colnmhia:
Monday, Jan. 6, 10:15 p.m.
Newton Arena (near Surrey) -
Blades vs. Canadians
Tuesday, Jan. 7, 11:00p.m.
Clearbrook Arena (near
Abbotsford) - Btades vs.
Hawks
Wednesday, Jan. 8, IUS
"""""SI;I; 'f .. ,
Blades vs. Hurricanes
Thursday, Jan. 9, 11:15
p.m. Abbotsford RooCentre -
Btades vs. Central Valley -
Friday, January 10
Chilliwack (To be announced)
Saturday, January 11,8:15
p.m. Matsqui Recreation
Ceoter (Abbotsford) - Btades
vs. Columbia Bible College
Reunion Reminder
It's Summer Reunion, June
27-29. It's for YOU, if you're
a member of the class of 1972
(hey, this is your 25th, don't
miss itl); the classes of 1980-
84 (be a part of the first-ever
cluster reunion); or the class
of 1987 (my, has it really
been 10 years since we gradu-
ated?) Here's what you can do
to make Reunion 1997 a suc-
cess:
*Retum your reunion sur-
vey (if you haven't already)
*Call your roommates!
friends and make plans to
attend together. (We'll honor
your housing requests to stay
near by each other as best we
can.)
*Volunteer to help with
your class social.
*Watch the mail for com-




The women in last month's Flashback photo are Sylvia Verbrugge,
Ellen (Betty) Walhof, Joanne Kaemingh and Joanne Tumiet.
Out of all of those who correctly identified the women, the name of
Sylvia Zevenbergen was drawn to win a Dordt sweatshirt.
Shirley (Hoekstra) Dykstra wrote to correctly identify all of the women
in last month's Flashback photo, too. She s'!,)'s, "How do I know? I with
my three roommates-Rena Fransen, Mert Rensenbrink, and Gloria
Versteeg-took this picture."
Send in your response to this issue s photo and enter your name in the next drawing to be held on
February 24, And please include in your letters memories connected to the photo, the people in it, or
life at Dordt during those years,
Letters _
Send your letters, news, or
suggestions to us at
voice@dordt.edu.
Alunl feature
Notice to Dordt alums
working in politics: If you are
actively involved in local,
state, or national politics,
we'd like to hear from you
for a possible feature on
alums working in this area.
Send us your name and
address and, if we have
enough responses, we'll get
back to you with some ques-
tions for a story. Thanks in
advance for your help.
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Hi,
The latest Dordt Voice tells me it's time to
respond! The Flashback photo is of Ellen
Walhof from Edgerton, Minnesota, the two
Joannes from Emo, Ontario, and me, Sylvia
Verbrugge. Joanne Tourniet and Joanne
Kaemingh were sophomores; Ellen and I were
freshmen. Her name was Ellen Betty and she
now goes by "Betty," but remains Ellen to me.
(We see each other often since her daughter,
Kristin Vander Plaats, lives in Hollandale.)
We lived in a converted double garage-
there weren't many dorms in '61-'62. We had
a phone, but never got charged because it
wasn't properly hooked up. It would ring in
our apartment and we'd dash outside to our
landlady's door, knock, and hope we got there
before the rings quit. To make long distance
calls, we'd use the landlady's phone, ask the
operator to keep track, call us back at our
landlady's number with the charges and we'd
leave the proper money for her-personal
touch back then, eh?
We were quite sure OUf landlady came into
our apartment at times while we were gone
(Maybe she used it as a shortcut to get to her
clotheslines in the back yard.), and we soon
found one way to check. She disliked rugs
with turned-up comers, so when we left, we'd
purposely flip one comer of any rug up. If it
was flattened when we returned, we knew
she'd "been through."
Joanne T. was the last of the four of us to
move in. My face still reddens at my faux pas
when we met. Harold Dejong was her
boyfriend (husband now), and they bear a
striking resemblance to each other. I recall
their looks and shy giggles when I asked if
Harold was her brother-oops! Great way to
make an impression, right?
I heard from Joanne K. about three years
ago, when I noticed in the Banner that her last
parent had passed away. She now lives in
Smithers, British Columbia.
One thing I would like you to do-ask the
person who turned a bird loose in our apart-
men! one evening to please identify himself. I
was sitting by the pictured table studying one
evening when we heard the outside screen door
open. We expected to see the gals from next
door. Instead the knob slowly turned, a gloved
hand reached in (Doesn't this sound like a hor-
ror movie?), and a small bird was released. Did
we dive! We never did learn who "visited" us
that evening-I'd still like to know!!
Thanks for the memories. Our phone rang
often the day the Voicearrived. All four of our
children are Dordt grads: Chad ('88), Kent
and Kurt ('90), and Carla ('96).
Sylvia (Verbrugge) Zevenbergen
I apologize for taking so long to get this
sent, but I wanted to send this letter with my
donation. I want to tell you what a Dordt edu-
cation has done for me. I want you to know
that I was an average student, not among the
brightest and best by any means.
I work for a small systems engineering
company in north Virginia providing contrac-
tor support to the Navy. Another person I
work with has the same degree I do
(Management Information Systems) from a
prestigious university here. The person has no
programming in her background! I asked how
that was possible since programming is not
only part of our job here, but integral to a
decent degree. She said it wasn't required.
Needless to say, I am the senior developer. So
now when anyone questions my degree (It's
usually good-natured ribbing about Dordt and
Iowa.) I can let my work speak for me. I may
have gone to a small college but my education
has surpassed that of the university. My par-
ents gave me a good work ethic, but Dordt





have much in com-
mon after thirty-
three years
English Professor David Schelhaasrecently reconnected to fellowalum Howard Faber ('62) after
nearly thirty-three years. Schelhaas and
Faber, an old friend from Dordt's junior
college days, a fellow guard on Dordt's
basketball team, and the first tenor to
Schelhaas's baritone in a quartet,
recently shared their expertise in teach-
ing English. Both of them now work
with English teachers.
It began two years ago at former
choral director Dale Grotenhuis's retire-
ment concert. Faber and Schelhaas were
two of many choir alums who returned
to campus to join a mass alumni choir
honoring their former director. They got
to talking.
While Schelhaas continued his educa-
tion at Calvin, Faber went to the
University of Northern Iowa. From there
he taught with the Peace Corps in
Afghanistan for several years, and in fact
remains a State Department consultant
on Afghani education. He is currently a
Cadre Associate with the Omaha
Department of Education, spending half
of his time working on pilot projects in
mathematics and language arts and the
other half of his time working with
beginning teachers and student teachers
at the University of Nebraska-Omaha.
Last year, at Schelhaas's request,
Faber came to talk to future English and
language arts teachers about an innova-
tive writing program he has devised for
sixth graders. Iu November Schelhaas's
English methods students traveled to
Omaha to visit Faber's classroom, tour a
state-of-the-art high school, and meet




Joe and Sandy (Van Beek,'84) Mulder live in
Delavan, Wisconsin with their four sons. Joe is an
insurance agent for Mangold Insurance and is head
of their health department. Sandy is a full-time
wife and mother.
Don and Pam (Daale,'86) Peitzman live in
Parker, Colorado. Pam is the chief meteorologist at
KM6H- TV in Denver. Don has taken time off from
his freelance writing and photography business to
be a stay-at-home dad.
Michael and Ellen (Wiersma,' 87) De Vries
were married on September 28, 1996. They live in
Madison, Wisconsin, where Mike is a staff photog-
rapher for a daily newspaper, and Ellen is a word
processing supervisor at a student loan corpora-
tion.
Phil and Barbara (Brands) Boeve (ex'88,
ex'92) live and work in Lafayette, Indiana. Phil is
a post-doctoral research associate in the depart-
ment of entomology at Purdue University. He con-
ducts research on the management of field crop
insect pests, specifically the corn rootwonn beetle.
Barbara earned her master's in social work from
the University of North Dakota and is a child and
adolescent therapist for Wabash Valley Hospital.
19905
David and Amy (Hoekstra,'91) Smith were
married on May 18,1996 and now live in South
Holland, Illinois. David is a 1990 graduate of
Trinity Christian College, now working as the
youth pastor of Thorn Creek Reformed Church.
Amy graduated from Rosary College this past
spring with a master's in library science.
Jim and Renee (Miedema,'92) Eckberg live in
Waupun, Wisconsin. Renee works as a social
worker at Lifeline Service in Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin. Jim is a director at Toys R Us in Fond
du Lac. They have two children, Justin, 3, and
Jayme Renee, born 10/1/96.
Glen and Jill (Altena) Nydam ('92,'92) live in
Ft. Leonard Wood, Missouri. Glen graduated from
optometry school in May and was promoted to cap-
tain in the army. He currently works at the ear, eye,
nose and throat clinic at General Leonard Wood
Community Hospital. Jill plans to substitute teach.
Dan and Beth (Boender,'92) Trumble live in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Beth is a homemaker
and Dan works in the finance department at
CompasSion International.
Jon and Eileen (Bakker)
Buiter ('93, ex'95) bave
moved to Goshen, Indiana,
from New Brighton,
Minnesota. Jon is working
for Chore-Time Equipment
as an applications engineer.
Eileen works in
Middlebury, Indiana, at a
floral and interior design
store.
Myron and Jodi (De Ronde,'93) Schotanus
were married on June 22,1996. Jodi teaches
English at Central Valley Christian High School in
Visalia, California. Myron is a manager for Gerrit
Griffioen dairies in Dinuba, California.
Marc and Shelby (Nunnikhoven) Andreas
('95, ex'96) were married in August, 1995. They
now live in Pella, Iowa, where Marc works in mar-
keting for Pella Corporation. Shelby is an occupa-
tional therapist for Pella Community Hospital.
Cory and ArIa Van Sioten ('95) live near
Melvin, Iowa. Cory teaches and coaches at Faith
Christian High in Bigelow, Minnesota. ArIa stays
at home with their three children, Devin, 6, Drew,
I 1/2, and Justine, born 9/9/96.
Marriages _
Michael De Vries and Ellen Wiersma (' 87),
9/28/96.
Brian Smits ('88) and Angela Bosch ('96),
7/12/96.
Mark Van Holland and Melissa Weg ('91),
9/28/96.
Greg Pennings ('92) and Janell Hulstein,
4/19/96.
David A. Smith and Amy K. Hoekstra ('91),
5/18/96.
Bruce Medema ('92) and Jodi Vanden Hoek
('93),9nJ96.
Travis Van De Berg ('93) and Christine
Clawson, 5/18/96.
Patrick Meyer and Bethany Slagter ('93),
6/8/96.
Myron Schotanus and Jodi De Ronde ('93),
6/22/96.
Roh Scholten ('94) and Linda Biltner ('94),
7/27/96.
Marc Andreas ('95) and Shelby Nunnikhoven
(ex'96),8/4/95.
Lee De Haan ('95) and Sheila Rasmussen
('95),8/17/96.
Neisha Vos ('95) and James Horn, 6/10/95.
Dordt Discovery Days
June 23-27, 1997• A learning adventure for
students entering grades
7-9
• Courses for every inter-
est: music and technolo-
gy, poetry, computer pro-
gramming, printmaking,
radio, photography, golf,
tennis, softball, and more
• Social, recreational, and
devotional activities




write Dordt Discovery Days
Advancement Office
Sioux Center, IA 51250
712-722-6029
Future Defenders _
Jeff and Annelte (Pol,' 80) Wensley, William Thomas, 10/2/96.
Jon and Jackie (Swets) Syhesma ('81,'84), Noah Edward, 11110/96.
Jim and Diane (Scholten,'84) Van Gorp, Emily Sue, 10/27/96.
Alan and Adrienne (Tiemersma,'84) Brummel, Alaina Joe1le, 11/27/96.
Kurt and Gail Kuipers ('84), Johann Wei-Xin, 11117/93 and Anja Mei-Ping, 8/21/96.
Joe and Sandy (Van Beek,'84) Mulder, Jared Glen, 8/2/96.
Kevin and Clare (Dykstra) Vryhof ('84,'84), Katie Pearl, 8/7/96.
Ken and Becky (Terpstra,'85) Jongsma, Adeline Faith, 9/17/96.
Don and Pam (Daale,'86) Peitzman, Taryn Michelle, 2/19/96.
Jeff and Trudi (Veurink) Van Zee ('86,'87), Emily Marie, 8/6/96.
Kevin and Julie Van Middendorp (ex'S7), Aaron John, 11/5/96.
Arnold and Pat Folkertsma ('87), Kari Ann, 7/25/96.
Jack and Trudy (Den Hartog,'87) Webb, Zachary John, 9/27/96.
Daniel and Nancy (Hoffman,'87) Smits, Rachel Meredith, 7/28/96.
Preston and Lori Vander Plaats ('87), JiB Renae, 11/18/96.
Phil and Sue (Wieringa) Vande Kamp (ex'87,'86), Madeline Joy, 8/1/96.
Brian and Angela (Bosch) Smits ('88,'96), Taylor Jordan, 6/5/96.
Galen and Melanie (Ten Pas) Sinkey ('89,'88), Caleb Jordan, 10/17/96.
Kenneth and Brenda (Buitenhos,'89) Mallery, Jacob Ryan, 2/25/96.
Terry and Donna (Westra,' 89) Vanden born, Erin Sophia, 4/8/96.
Greg and Jackie (Visser,'89) De Jong, Jacob Lane, 10/20/96.
Brad and Kim (Veltkamp) Van Surksum ('88,'90), Karissa Ann, 10/8/96.
Carl and Kathy (Powell) Fictorie ('90,' 89), Jonathon Peter, 10/5/96.
Darrin and Dianne (Dykstra) Hoekstra ('89, ex'92), Caleb Darrin, 9/16/96.
Brent and Sharon (Schouten, ex' 90) Fedders, Zachary James, 10/25/96.
Kevin and Debbie Sterk ('90), Koy Jeran, 11/7/96.
Leon and Melissa (Zylstra, '90) Runia, Kaileen Carol, 6/13/96.
Craig and Karen (Vander Veen) Heynen ('90,'91), Joshua Alan, 5/7/96.
Steve and Angela (Hegeman) Zwart, ('90,'91), Abigail Wynd, 11/29/96.
Javan and Lynelle (Altena,'91) James, Ryan Ward, 11/2/96.
Dan and Lynn Van Gorp ('91), Mason Lee, 11/6/96.
David and Melinda Eekhoff ('91), Alexia Joi, 10/17/96.
Joel and Sheryl (Shuring) Haveman ('91,'93), Nathaniel John, 10/21/96.
Randy and Gail (Van Middendorp,'92) Harlow, Miranda Jade, 4/11/96.
Dan and Beth (Boender,'92) Trumble, James Daniel, 10/21/96.
Jim and Renee (Miedema,'92) Eckberg, Jayme Renee, 10/1/96.
Darrel and Karla (Lourens,'93) Kroese, Kendra Joy, 9/30/96.
Greg and Beth (Treick) Boon ('93,'94), Kylie Elizabeth, 11/20/96.
Steve and Tiffany (Hoskins) Van Zee ('93,'94), Caleb John, 10/22/96.
Michael and Natalie (Vander Meulen) Mulder ('94,'93), William Michael, 10/14/96.
Philip and Kimherly (Dykstra) Jongejan ('94,'94), Madeline Nicole, 11/4/96.
Cory and ArIa Van Sloten ('95), Justine Marie, 9/9/96.
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and what
kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fill out the coupon below
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